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Abstract

The Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) uses the64 bit RC4 secret key stream cipher as its layer2 security

protocol. Although the underlying RC4 cipher is secure, the potential reuse of the same key stream by different

frames is a weakness in the WEP. One enhancement to WEP is the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP), which

acts as a wrapper to the WEP protocol and uses a128 bit RC4 encryption to eliminate the possibility of key reuse

within a given session. However, TKIP cannot be gainfully employed in devices where the64 bit RC4 encryption

is hardwired. Also, with128 bit encryption TKIP can secure1030 frames per session. Comparing this to the typical

number of frames per session (500-1000), it is easy to see that the use of a 128 bit key causes unnecessary drain

of power. The Wifi Protected Access (WPA), uses a128 bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cipher in the

Counter-Mode-CBC-MAC Protocol (CCMP). This protocol requires higher computational power than the TKIP

and is only intended for devices which possess higher computational power and memory.

In this paper, we propose a light weight enhancement to the64 bit WEP, which provides significant improvement

in security (measured as the number of frames securely transmitted before base key change) with small energy

and memory overhead. Moreover, our technique can be tailored to the specific needs of resource constrained

environments to provide just the necessary level of security. We use the Intrinsyc CerfCube [2] as a resource

constrained wireless device and measure the resource consumed by various wireless security protocols on this

device. From the experimental results we see that proposed LWE consumes about62% less power compared to

TKIP and99% less power compared CCMP (AES), while providing a security enhancement of232 over the WEP

protocol. These results demonstrate the utility of LWE as a good security protocol for wireless networks with

battery power constrained devices and systems where64 bit WEP is hardwired.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current security standard for wireless LANs (WLANs) is the wired equivalent privacy (WEP) [15].

The main aim of the WEP is to protect WLANs from eavesdropping and unauthorized access. The WEP

employs the RC4 [17] encryption algorithm as its layer 2 cipher. The RC4 algorithm uses a base key to

generate a key stream which is then XORed with the frame. To supply different keys for each frame, a

24 bit initialization vector (IV) is used to construct a per-frame RC4 key. The IV starts with a fixed value

and increments every time a frame is encrypted. Once the IV space gets exhausted, the IVs are reused.

The reuse of IVs results in the repetition of the key stream generated by the RC4 encryption algorithm

leading to vulnerability against known plain text type attacks. In fact, this weakness has been exploited

in [10], also known as the Fluhrer Martin Shamir (FMS) attack, where the cipher was cracked within a

few minutes using packet flooding and birthday attack [24]. The packet flooding made the reuse of the

same IV highly probable which was then modeled as a birthday attack to detect the duplicate IVs.

Several researchers have since proposed security enhancements to the WEP. The temporal key integrity

protocol (TKIP) [21] uses a128 bit key and rapidly changes the base key used by the RC4 cipher.

The main aim here is to minimize the repetition of the key stream and hence to make it difficult for

an adversary to attack the system. However, this technique adds significant computational overhead to

the WEP based systems. Another approach to enhance the security for WLANs is to replace the layer 2

security protocol, the RC4, with a strong block cipher. One of the most widely used symmetric block cipher

for wired networks is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [9]. There have been no practical attacks

on AES until now and hence it is one of the contenders as a long term security solution for WLANs. The

IEEE 802.11i recommends the use of AES in Counter-mode-CBC-MAC Protocol (CCMP). The hardware

and processing power required by AES exceeds the capacity of most of the currently deployed wireless

platforms. Hence, there is much research being done to make the CCMP energy efficient [13] and/or

develop new lightweight security mechanisms that can work on existing platforms.

In this paper, we present our light weight enhancement to the WEP, that trades-off between power,

memory and security. Our approach is based on derangement (special case of permutation) and complemen-

tation. The uniqueness of our approach is that we use the block cipher mode of operation on top of a64-bit
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RC4 stream cipher to enhance the security. Although, block ciphers can exhibit channel error propagation

[14], we avoid this drawback in the proposed algorithm by using a permutation-complementation based

cipher which are known to be “error preserving” [20]. Further, the common drawback of error preserving

ciphers (vulnerability to plaintext attacks) is avoided by using the proposed algorithm as a wrapper on

the stream cipher based WEP. Hence, the proposed algorithm is able to provide security enhancements

without causing error propagation.

Moreover, our proposed technique offers flexibility in security by giving the ability to control the

number of frames securely transmitted before encryption key change. The power consumed by the64-bit

WEP,128-bit TKIP, 128-bit CCMP and the proposed64-bit light weight enhanced WEP (LWE) protocols

were measured on a resource constrained Intrinsyc CerfCube [2] (233MHz ARM processor,16MB flash

and32MB SDRAM) and it was seen that the proposed LWE consumes about62% less power compared

to TKIP and99% less power compared CCMP, while providing a security enhancement of232 over the

WEP protocol. Finally, we conclude that LWE is ideal for use in wireless networks with battery power

constrained devices and systems where64 bit WEP is hardwired.

This rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present a brief overview of the WEP in Section II

followed by a description of attacks on WEP in Section III. Section IV presents an overview of related

work and the outline of error preserving function is given in Section V. In Section VI we describe the

proposed enhancement to the WEP and discuss the tradeoff between power, memory and security. In

Section VII we present our experimental results and conclusion.

II. OVERVIEW OF WIRED EQUIVALENT PRIVACY

As the name suggests, WEPs goal was to create the level of privacy experienced on a wired LAN,

in the wireless LAN. WEP uses a pre-established shared secret key called the base key, the RC4 [17]

encryption and the cyclic redundancy check (CRC)-32 [6] checksum algorithms as its basic building

blocks. It supports up to four different base keys, identified by KeyIDs 0 through 3. It selects a shared

base key and a24 bit initialization vector (IV) to construct a per-frame RC4 key by concatenating the IV

value and the selected base key. The WEP then uses the per-frame key to RC4-encrypt both the data and

the integrity check value (ICV), which are the parity check bits resulting from encoding the data using

the CRC-32 code. The IV and KeyID identifying the selected key are encoded as a four-byte string and

pre-pended to the encrypted data. The IEEE 802.11 standard defines the WEP base key size as consisting

of either40 or 104 bits, which when appended with the24 bit IV becomes64 and128 bits respectively.
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At the time of the standard, most of the wireless devices could not afford128 bit encryption, as a result

64 bit RC4 encryption was hardwired into the wireless devices.

III. A TTACKS ON WEP

As mentioned earlier, the main drawback in the design of the WEP is the reuse of IVs. An attacker

can reduce the time required to see the reuse of an IV by generating a large number of frames using any

application software like a web browser or email client and the 802.11a protocol (which has five times

higher bandwidth). By generating numerous frames and using the fact that more than one user can access

the wireless network, the attacker can apply the birthday paradox [16] to force the reuse of IVs within

10 minutes [23]. The attacker can now construct a table of IV and key-stream pairs using known plain

texts. Once this table is constructed, the attacker does a simple lookup on the IV to get the key stream.

XORing this key-stream with the captured cipher text gives the unknown plain text. The shortcomings in

the WEP have been efficiently used to compromise its privacy goals with ease, regardless of the key size

[3], [10], [19], [22].

IV. CONTEMPORARYSECURITY ENHANCEMENTS OFWEP

The WEP uses a 24-bit IV, which means that there can be no more than224 ' 16 million per-frame

keys associated with any base key. Existing enhancements to WEP can be roughly classified into schemes

that replace the base key before the IVs are reused or schemes that replace the layer 2 cipher (RC4) with

a stronger cipher.

A. WEP2/TKIP (Temporal Key Integrity Protocol)

The Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) [21] is a suite of algorithms that acts as a wrapper on

the WEP and is backward compatible with the WEP. This method replaces the base keys before the IVs

are reused to enhance the security. It employs a per-frame key construction, called the TKIP key mixing

function which substitutes a128 bit temporal key [11] for the WEP base key and constructs the WEP

per-frame key using a tiny cipher [21]. Temporal keys are so named because they have a fixed lifetime

and are replaced frequently.

The TKIP key mixing function can construct at most216 IVs after which, a rekeying mechanism

provides fresh encryption and integrity keys, undoing the threat of attacks stemming from key reuse. The

security enhancement aimed by TKIP is only viable when128 RC4 encryption is used. Although TKIP
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is compatible with systems where64 bit RC4 encryption is hardwired, there is no significant security

enhancement provided by these systems.

B. AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)

One of the most widely used symmetric cipher for wired networks is the Advanced Encryption Standard

(AES) [9] which is based on the Rijndael algorithm proposed by Daemen and Rijmen [7]. There have

been no practical attacks on AES until now and for this reason, it has been thought of as a long term

solution to the encryption standard for WLANs. The AES has variable block and key lengths:128-, 192-

and256-bits. The block and key lengths for this algorithm can easily be extended to multiples of 32 bits,

and works well across different processors, hardware and software.

Unfortunately, like many cryptographically strong ciphers, AES exhibits completeness (every cipher

text bit depends on all the plain text bits) and hence the avalanche effect (a single bit flip in cipher text

will cause one half of the bits to be flipped in the recovered plain text) [12], [8]. As wireless channels

are prone to errors, incorporating AES as the layer 2 cipher in WLANs could potentially lead to the need

for strong error correcting codes [6] and/or excessive retransmissions. Hence, the 802.11i recommends to

use the AES in a stream cipher mode in the Counter-Mode-CBC-MAC protocol (CCMP). In this mode,

one bit flip in the encrypted message during transmission causes only one bit flip after decryption at the

receiver. The CCMP is thought of as a long term solution that addresses all known WEP deficiencies, but

without considering the currently deployed hardware limitations [5].

Considering the limitations on bandwidth, processing resources and power in a wireless network, AES

is not a feasible replacement as the layer 2 cipher for resource constrained environments.

V. ERROR PRESERVING ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS

One way to deal with the problem of error propagation is to use distance preserving encryption

techniques. In [20] the authors present error preserving encryption functions for wireless networks that use

operations like permutation and complementation to cause diffusion and confusion [18], which are the two

basic building blocks of a cryptographic system. The aim here is to provide security without introducing

error propagation. The cryptographic transformations in the error preserving functions generate a one to

one mapping between the plain text and the cipher text bits thus violating the property of completeness.

It has also been shown that forn-bit messages the number of error preserving functions isn!2n and that

all error-preserving functions can be generated using permutation and complementation operations[20].
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Although, error preserving encryption systems provide a huge key space, they cannot be used directly

to secure a wireless system. This is because, error preserving encryption techniques are vulnerable to

known plaintext attacks (described in the following section). However, in our proposed LWE protocol, we

use error preserving encryption as a wrapper over the 64-bit WEP, which makes resilient against known

plaintext attacks.

A. A known plaintext attack on error preserving encryption

A known plain text attack on the error preserving encryption technique is described in [20]. Here the

attacker uses both the known message and its encrypted version to decode another encrypted message.

Consider an example where the adversary is given a cipher textC1 and must determine the corresponding

plain text P1 without querying the decryption function. The adversary then performs the following

operations

• queries the encryption function for known plaintextP2, to get the corresponding ciphertextC2

• evaluates the Hamming distanced2 between the ciphertextC1 and the known ciphertextC2. Due

to the distance preserving property of the permutation-complimentation based ciphers, the Hamming

distance between the unknown plain textP1 and the known plaintextP2, is alsod2

• For n bit blocks,P1 could be any one of the
(

n
d2

)
n bit strings that are at a Hamming distance of

d2 from the known plaintextP2. Thus the adversary only has to search a subset ofn dimensional

vectors to find the plaintextP1. Let η be the subset in whichP1 exits.

• The adversary performs the above operations on known plaintextsP3,P4.. until η contains only one

element. This element isP1.

VI. T HE PROPOSEDL IGHT WEIGHT ENHANCEMENT TORC4

Motivated by the distance preserving property of permutations, we use derangements [4] (a special

class of permutations) to cause diffusion. Derangements are permutations which map none of the bits to

their original position. For example, the only derangements of1, 2, 3 are 2, 3, 1 and 3, 1, 2. The number

of derangements,ND, for a set ofn bits is given by:

ND = n!

(
1 +

∑n
i=1(−1)i

i!

)
(1)

ND converges ton!
e

as n tends to infinity. Confusion is caused by the complementation operation on

the n bit deranged messages. The total number of complementations for a set ofn bits, NC , is 2n. The
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed LWE scheme

number of ways to select a derangement and a complementation pair for a set ofn bits is NDNC . We

propose to enhance the security of the WEP and at the same time provide a means of trading off power

and memory by combining error preserving functions with the RC4 cipher. Fig 1 describes our encryption

technique which operates onn−bit blocks of messages at a time. We have aNdc-row derangement table,

with Ndc ≤ ND, where each row represents a derangement vector forn bits. The complementation table

also containsNdc rows, with Ndc ≤ NC , where each row represents one complementation vector forn

bits. A Derangement-Complementation (D-C) pair is selected by indexing into the respective tables with

an index valuei contained in the index vector. The size of the index vector islog2 Ndc. The index starts

with a fixed value between1 andNdc and remains the same until the IVs get exhausted. The index vector

increments by one (inew = (i + 1)modNdc) every time the IV gets exhausted. Since the IV is24 bits

long, this takes about224 frame transmissions. The message is first deranged and then complemented to

get the intermediate cipher text,C ′. The key stream generated by the RC4 [17] encryption is XORed

with C ′ to get the final cipher. This along with the IV and index vector is then transmitted by the sender.

The decryption process is essentially the reverse of the encryption process. The number of bits required

to represent one derangement ofn positions isn log2 n. The number of bits required to represent one
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complementation ofn positions isn. Therefore, the total memory required to store the D-C tables ofNdc

rows isNdc(n(log2 n + 1)) bits. A base key exchange takes place after the index vector gets exhausted.

Notice that, the interval between base key exchange now depends on the lengths of the index vector

and the initialization vector (IV). This implies that a larger index vector (size of D-C table) results in

exponentially longer interval between base key exchanges. Whereas, in the WEP the interval between

base key exchange depended only on the length of IV and thus has limited flexibility.

A. Effect of channel errors

The D-C operations are distance preserving. The RC4 encryption algorithm XORs the message with

the key stream. The XOR operations, in themselves do not propagate bit errors. Hence when combined,

the RC4 and the D-C operations do not lead to error propagation. That is, the number of bit errors that

occur in the channel remain the same after decryption, unlike in AES. Hence, this type of encryption

technique is well suited for wireless networks.

B. Enhancement in security

The security of WEP can be quantified as the number of frames that can be securely transmitted before

base key change is necessary. As demonstrated in Section III, the RC4 encryption as used in WEP can be

considered secure until the IV, base key pair are not reused. There are224 different IV’s for a given base

key; hence, the security of RC4 is224. For the proposed LWE mechanism the same IV, base key and

index vector (or a row in the DC table) combination results is a one to one mapping between the plain

texts and the corresponding cipher texts. Such a system can be broken by the known plain text attack

that was described in Section V-A. We calculated the number of plain text, cipher text pairs required to

crack the unknown plain text with complete certainty. We found that for the best case (for the attacker),

only three plain text-cipher text pairs are required. Therefore a base key change is required after every

IV, index vector pair is used at most thrice. If security is quantified as the number of frames that can be

securely transmitted before the need for a base key change, the security of LWE is224×3Ndc, whereNdc

is the number of rows in the D-C table. This quantity can be equivalently expressed as224+log2 Ndc+log2 3.

The security provided by the RC4 cipher on the other hand, is224. Figure 2 plots (in log scale) the graph

of the number of frames that can be transmitted before a mandatory key change versus the number of

rows in the D- and C-tables, for a128-bit message and104-bit RC4 base key. As can be seen from this

figure this number increases exponentially with increase in the number of entries in the tables.
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Fig. 2. Enhancement in security due to the proposed LWE for a 128 bit message length and 104 bit RC4 base key

VII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Two sets of experiments were conducted, one on a laptop and one on the Intrinsyc CerfCube. The

CerfCube represents an environment with severe battery power and computational resource constraints

and the laptop represents an environment in which the resource constraints can be relaxed. The test bed

(Fig 3) consists of a Sony Vaio laptop with a 1.8 GHz intel P-4 processor,512 MB RAM, running

Red Hat Linux 2.4.8 and a Intrinsyc CerfCube [2] with a233 MHz ARM processor, 16MB Flash and

32MB SDRAM, running Debian linux operating system. The power consumed by the CPU in running

the encryption algorithms is measured as a function of input power supply to the Laptop/CerfCube. A

separate DC power supply is given to the Laptop/CerfCube to permit measurements. The battery of the

laptop is removed for accuracy in measurements. The current is measured using Labview from the GPIB

interface of the power supply. To eliminate effects of any programs running in the background, the current

consumption is first tested when no other tasks are running. The difference in currents when the algorithm

is running and the idle current (in Amperes) is taken as the actual current consumption. In the experiments,

since voltage variation is seen to be extremely small (measured to be less than 0.025%) we use a constant

value. We use OProfile [1] to measure the exact time taken by the algorithms to run. The energy consumed

by the algorithms is the product of power drawn from the DC source and the time required to complete

execution.
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Fig. 3. Hardware Setup
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Fig. 4. Energy consumption per 256 byte frame by WEP, TKIP, and the proposed light weight enhanced WEP against different sizes of
the D-C table used in our proposed technique.

A. Energy consumption by our proposed technique

We measure the energy consumption of our proposed light weight mechanism and compare it with

the energy consumption of the WEP, TKIP and the AES-CCM protocols. The WEP and light weight

enhanced WEP use RC4 in64 bit encryption mode, whereas the TKIP uses RC4 in128 bit encryption

mode. The AES-CCM uses the AES block cipher in128 bit encryption mode. We conducted two sets

of experiment to measure energy consumed by our proposed light weight mechanism. The first set of

experiment was performed on the laptop, where we measure the energy consumed to encrypt one frame

(256 byte). This gives us an average sense of energy consumption by different encryption algorithms.
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Fig. 5. Energy consumption per encryption by WEP, TKIP, proposed Light Weight Enhanced WEP (LWE) and AES-CCM protocol.

In the second set of experiment, we used the CerfCube which has limited computational and memory

resources. Here we measured the peak energy consumption per encryption by different algorithms. This

gives us the minimum energy requirement for resource constrained devices to support different encryption

algorithms. The results are briefly summarized below:

• Energy consumption per frame: We calculated the energy consumed by our proposed light weight

enhanced WEP (LWE) for different sizes of the D-C table, the WEP and the TKIP protocols on the

laptop. Fig. 4 plots the energy consumed per 256 byte frame by these protocols against the number

of bits used to index the entries of the D-C table (equivalent to the log of the number of rows). Note

that the size of the D-C table is only relevant to our proposed technique. We can observe from the

figure that TKIP consumes on an average about90% more energy compared to WEP. On the other

hand, light weight enhanced WEP (with256 rows in D-C table or8 bit index) is practically a light

weight enhancement with only about25% increase in energy consumption and improvement in the

security of about232 frames compared to the WEP.

• Peak energy consumption per encryption: We calculated the peak energy consumption of LWE, WEP,

TKIP and AES-CCM on the CerfCube. Fig. 5 plots the energy consumption per encryption for these

protocols. It can be observed that the proposed LWE consumes about62% less power compared to

TKIP and99% less power compared CCMP, while providing a security enhancement of232 over the

WEP protocol. Also, notice that AES-CCM has the highest peak energy consumption and the WEP

has the lowest peak energy consumption suggesting that increase in security is related to increase in
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energy consumption. Our proposed Light Weight Enhancement approach allows us to tradeoff this

energy-security optimization.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

We studied the contemporary approaches to wireless network security at the link layer. It was observed

that for wireless networks with resource constrained devices128 bit encryption provided by TKIP and

CCMP over allocate security. The design of light weight enhancement for the64 bit WEP was proposed.

The security improvement due to LWE was quantified as the number of frames that can be securely

transmitted before base key change. Security analysis showed that this system gives the user the flexibility

to incrementally trade computation and memory for exponential improvements in security. Experiments

revealed that a) using LWE we can exponentially increase security (232 frames) with logarithmic expendi-

ture of memory and power (25%) b) LWE consumes about62% less power compared to TKIP and99%

less power compared CCMP. Hence, LWE is ideal for use in wireless networks with battery powered or

resource constrained devices and systems where64 bit WEP is hardwired.
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